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Abstract
The physical protection system of the body consists of the protective organs
for vulnerable body parts-functions and the protective countermeasures
against invaders (pathogens), but to survive, the body also requires the protective social groups for vulnerable social members-functions and the protective instinctive mental countermeasures against adversities such as hardship,
danger, and unfamiliarity-uncertainty. As a result, this paper proposes that
the mental protection system of the body consists of the social brain to set up
the protective social groups for vulnerable social members-functions and the
mental immune system to produce the protective mental countermeasures
against adversities. This paper proposes that from the social brain, the protective social groups include alliance group for vulnerable individuals, kinshipfriendship group for vulnerable children, interdependent specialists group for
vulnerable pregnant females, territorial group for social boundary, connective
group for social connection, and competitive group for social competition.
From the mental immune system, the mental protective countermeasures include comforter against hardship, hyperactivity against danger, phobia against
unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and rationality against unfamiliarity-uncertainty.
The overactive mental immune system causes mental allergies and auto immune diseases as personality-mental disorders against ubiquitous harmful and
harmless perceived adversities, correlating to physical allergies and auto immune diseases against ubiquitous harmful and harmless detected invaders.
The mental protection system also produces personality traits, social moralities, social organizations, social systems, religions, and cultures as described in
this paper. The mental protective system is the source of protective behaviors.
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1. Introduction
The physical protection system of the body includes the integumentary system
to set up protective organs for vulnerable body parts-functions and the immune
system to produce countermeasures against harmful invaders (pathogens). The
functions of the integumentary system consisting of the skin, hair, nails, glands,
and nerves are to act as a barrier to protect the vulnerable body parts from the
outside world, to retain body fluids, to protect against disease, to eliminate waste
products, and to regulate body temperature. Different protective organs protect
different vulnerable body parts-functions. The vulnerable body parts-functions
reside within the protective organs set up by the integumentary system. The
immune system is a network of cells, tissues, and organs that work together to
provide countermeasures against harmful invaders. Different immune subsystems provide different countermeasures against different harmful invaders. The
balanced immune system has the immune system regulators to balance the activities of the immune system. For example, some white cells activate immune
responses, whereas others are the immune system regulators that function in the
opposite direction by constraining immune responses. As the highly imbalanced
immune system without the proper immune system regulators, the overactive
immune system causes allergies and auto immune diseases as physical disorders
against ubiquitous harmful and harmless detected invaders.
The integumentary system sets up protective organs to protect the body physically and individually. However, the body cannot survive alone without the
protection of protective social groups, so the body requires both protective organs and protective social groups to survive. The body also faces various adversities, such as hardship, danger, and unfamiliarity-uncertainty. To survive, the
body needs the protective mental countermeasures against such adversities
quickly and instinctively, so the body needs both the physical countermeasures
against invaders and the mental countermeasures against adversities. As a result,
this paper proposes that the mental protection system of the body consists of the
social brain [1] [2] [3] [4] to set up the protective social groups [5] [6] for the
vulnerable social members-functions and the mental immune system [6] [7] to
produce the protective mental countermeasures against adversities. The body
requires not only the physical protection system but also the mental protection
system to survive.
This paper proposes that from the social brain, the protective social groups
include protective alliance group for vulnerable individuals, protective kinship-friendship group for vulnerable children, protective interdependent specialists group for vulnerable pregnant females, protective territorial group for
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social boundary, protective connective group for social connection, and protective competitive group for social competition. From the mental immune system,
the mental protective countermeasures include comforter against hardship,
hyperactivity against danger, phobia against unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and rationality against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. In the social brain, the different protective social groups set up by the social brain protect different vulnerable social
members-functions. The vulnerable social members-functions reside within the
protective social groups set up by the social brain. In the mental immune system,
the different mental immune subsystems provide the different countermeasures
against different adversities. The balanced mental immune system has the mental immune system regulators to balance the activities of the mental immune
system. As the highly imbalanced mental immune system without the proper
mental immune system regulators, the overactive mental immune system causes
mental allergies and auto immune diseases as personality-mental disorders
against ubiquitous harmful and harmless perceived adversities. Therefore, the
physical protection system correlates to the mental protection system.
The mental protection system also produces personality traits, social moralities, social organizations, social systems, religions, and cultures as described in
this paper. The mental protective system is the source of protective behaviors.
Section 2 describes the social brain to set up alliance group, kinship-friendship
group, interdependent specialists group, territorial group, connective group, and
competitive group. It also describes social moralities, social organizations, and
cultures. Section 3 describes the mental immune system to produce the protective mental countermeasures consisting of comforter, hyperactivity, phobia, and
rationality. It also describes personality-mental disorders as the overactive mental immune system, the religious mental immune system, the drug addiction
disorders, psychiatric epidemiology, the therapy for the personality-mental disorders, and the correlations of the big five mental protection traits from the
mental protective system, the big five social system traits [6], and the big five
personality traits [8].

2. The Social Brain
The social brain [1] [2] [3] [4] is the network of brain regions that are involved
in understanding others. We are biologically hard-wired for interacting with
others. The social brain is located mainly in the neocortex in the outmost layer
of the brain. The neocortex is much larger in humans as compared to other primates and mammals of similar size. The social brain also involves the neurotransmitter/hormone system to provide a psychopharmacological platform for
the cognitive component.
The social brain in the mental protection system of the body sets up the protective social group to protect vulnerable social members-functions for the bodies [5] [6], correlating to the integumentary system to set up the protective organs to protect vulnerable body parts-functions for the body. The social brain
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consists of the social member protection system and the social function protection system. The social member protection system consists of individualistic sociality for alliance group [1] [2] to protect vulnerable individuals against predation, collectivistic sociality for kinship-friendship group [9] to protect vulnerable
children against neglect, interdependent sociality for interdependent specialists
group [10] [11] to protect vulnerable pregnant females against neglect. The social function protection system consists of territorial worldview for territorial
group to protect social boundary between ingroup and outgroup, connective
worldview for connective group to protect social connection, and competitive
worldview for competitive group to protect social competition. The social brain
can also produce personality traits as in the big five personality traits [8], which
consist of extraversion (assertive, energetic, talkative), agreeableness (cooperative, good-natured, trusting), neuroticism (easily upset, maladjusted, not calm),
conscientiousness (dependable, orderly, responsible), and openness to experience (imaginative, independent-minded, intellectual) as well as the opposites
including introversion, disagreeableness, calmness, impulsiveness, and closeness
to experience. The social brain and personality traits are listed in Table 1, and
are described in the following subsections.

2.1. Individualistic Sociality for Protective Alliance Group
As a part of the social brain, individualistic sociality protects vulnerable individuals against predation by forming alliance group [1] [2] whose relationships depend on reciprocal benefit of individuals rather than commitment to a social
group. The base of individualistic sociality is extensive and complex socialization. A vulnerable individual against predation is motivated to form as many alliances as possible by socialization, resulting in extensive socialization. However,
for primates, the formation of a stable alliance group requires complex socialization to settle the stress within the alliance group, resulting in complex socialization. For primates, the brain size for individualistic sociality is proportional to
the group size and the complexity of socialization [1] [2]. According to Dunbar,
the proper group size based on the human brain size is around 150 [12].
The brain for individualistic sociality deals with extensive socialization and
complex socialization separately. Extensive socialization requires the rewarding
neurotransmitters such as endorphins [1] [2] to reward socialization with
Table 1. The social brain and personality traits.
Mental protection Social brain

Protective social group

Protected social
members-function

Personality trait

Social member
protection

Individualistic sociality
Collectivistic sociality
Interdependent sociality

Alliance group
Kinship-friendship group
Interdependent specialists group

Vulnerable individuals
Vulnerable children
Vulnerable pregnant females

Extraversion
Introversion
Interdependent

Social function
protection

Territorial worldview
Connective worldview
Competitive worldview

Territorial group
Connective group
Competitive group

Social boundary
Social connection
Social competition

Territoriality
Agreeableness
Disagreeableness
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individuals including strangers and even opponents, while complex socialization
requires proper connections among the social brain cells, such as the connection
between language-related processing in the left hemisphere and emotion-related
processing in the right hemisphere, to facilitate proper complex socialization.
The defect in the complex socialization leads to autism that does not have proper
cell connections to engage in complex socialization [13]. Autistic people have
poor socialization skills to form alliances. The specific defect in the complex socialization leads to Williams Syndrome that has the excellent connection between the recognition of language and the recognition of emotion, but does not
have good connections among other important social brain cells. The people
with Williams Syndrome are excellent in the initial socialization with all people,
but are difficult to keep complex relationships with alliances.
In terms of personality trait, extensive and complex socialization lead to
extraversion personality trait that likes and is skillful in socialization with alliances whose relationships depend on reciprocal benefit rather than commitment. Extravert people draw pleasure from making alliances as the result of endorphins released.

2.2. Collectivistic Sociality for Protective Kinship-Friendship
Group
As a part of the social brain, collectivistic sociality protects vulnerable children
against neglect by forming kinship-friendship group [14] whose relationships
depend on commitment to a social group rather than reciprocal benefit of individuals. The base of collectivistic sociality is durable and complex commitment.
A caregiver for a vulnerable child is motivated to form durable kinship-friendship group to take care of the vulnerable child as long as possible by commitment, resulting in durable commitment. The original kinship-friendship group
was derived from bi-parental care. The cognitive mechanisms necessary for pair
bonding and coordinated bi-parental care are generalizes to non-reproductive
individuals to form kinship-friendship group. For non-primate vertebrates, such
as birds, the intensive care for the fast-growing infant birds is important, so collectivistic sociality for durable kinship-friendship such as pair-bonding between
parents is important to improve the survival of infants. The formation of a durable kinship-friendship group requires complex commitment to resolve the stress
and the coordination problems within the kinship-friendship group, resulting in
complex commitment. For non-primate vertebrates, the brain size for collectivistic sociality is proportional to the duration and complexity of commitment
[9].
The brain for collectivistic sociality deals with durable commitment and and
complex commitment separately. Durable commitment requires the bonding
neurotransmitters such as oxytocin [15] to reward committed bonding with kin
and friends and the strong emotion from the amygdala, while complex commitment requires proper connections among the social brain cells, such as the
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precise recognition of kin and friends and the precise coordination with kin and
friends, to facilitate proper complex commitment. The hypoactive commitment
leads to poor parental care and poor kinship-friendship group.
In terms of personality trait, durable and complex commitment leads to introversion personality trait that likes and is skillful in commitment with kinship-friendship group whose relationships depend on commitment rather than
reciprocal benefit. The commitment to a group instead of group size is the main
concern of introvert people. Introvert people draw pleasure from making kin
and friends as the result of oxytocin released.

2.3. Interdependent Sociality for Protective Interdependent
Specialists Group
As a part of the social brain, interdependent sociality protects vulnerable pregnant females against neglect by forming interdependent specialists group whose
relationships depend on interdependent specialties for the division of labor. In
animals, one example of interdependent specialists group for the division of labor is the social group of bees which have the vulnerable pregnant queen bee
whose specialty is reproduction and who requires the care of infertile female
worker bees as procurement specialists that require the queen bee to reproduce.
As a result, bees form the interdependent specialists group consisting of reproductive queen bees, infertile female worker bees, and fertile male drones. Interdependent sociality is eusociality [10] as the highest level of organization of animal sociality. Ants, bees, and termites are eusocial animals. Eusocial animals
dominate the earth in terms of the total mass of eusocial animals to indicate the
vastly superior eusocial organization.
Human is a species of eusocial ape [16]. During human evolution, the emergence of vulnerable pregnant females was derived from bipedalism [17] about
four million years ago [18] in the mixed habitat of grassy woodland with patches
of denser forest of tall trees. The primitive feet from the original bipedalism were
still suitable for climbing trees, and not suitable to run fast on the ground especially for pregnant women and small children. In the mixed habitat of grassy
woodland with patches of denser forest of tall trees, pregnant women took care
of children, and searched foods in the forest area of tall trees as safe home where
they could quickly escape to tall trees by climbing, whereas other people explored grassy woodland area to search for foods. Older women evolved into infertile women to help pregnant women and child care in the forest of tall trees.
All of them shared foods. As result, early human ancestors formed the interdependent specialists group consisting of fertile homemaker-forager, infertile homemaker-forager, and fertile explorer-forager in the mixed habitat of grassy
woodland with patches of denser forest of tall trees. The interdependent specialists group of late human ancestors with the feet suitable for running instead of
climbing consisted of fertile homemaker-gatherer, infertile homemaker-gatherer,
and fertile explorer-hunter in the open habitat [17].
DOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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Such interdependent specialists group produced theory of mind (mind-reading)
that recognizes that the others exist to think for themselves. Theory of mind is
derived from theory of specialty (specialty-reading) in interdependent specialists
group where each specialist has its own specialty of work and work plan. In
theory of specialist, each specialist must recognize that each specialist has its
own specialty different from the specialties of other specialists, and each specialist has its own work plan distinctively different from the work plans of other
specialists. To work together interdependently, all specialists must have theory of
specialist in order to avoid overlapping unproductively and dangerously each
other’s work. Theory of specialty turned into theory of mind where specialty was
replaced by the mind of each person. In theory of generality, each generalist does
not need to distinctively recognize the types of work and work plans of other
generalists, because they are not distinctively different. As a result, theory of generality does not turn into theory of mind.
Theory of mind is the base of mind-reading mentalization [11] which is the
base of interdependent sociality. Interdependence required gentle temperament
toward one another for interdependent relationship. Gentle temperament was
shown in the disappearance of sharp canine teeth in early human ancestors as
the only apes without sharp canine teeth for internal fighting. Initially, the task
was relatively simple for the interdependent specialists group, and mind-reading
capability did not need large extra brain size, so the brain size of early human
ancestors was similar to the brain size of other apes. As the rapid environment
changes due to rapid fluctuating temperature changes, the task became increasingly complex for tools, fire, and social interactions to adapt to changing environments. Such complex task required complex mentalization for coordination
and conflict resolution in interdependent specialists group, resulting in the rapid
increase in the neocortex brain size for interdependent sociality. The neocortex
brain size for interdependent sociality is proportional to the group size and the
complexity of mentalization. The damages in the frontal, insular, and temporal
cortex cause the problems to understand other people’s intentions and beliefs
(mentalization) [19]. In terms of personality trait, mild and complex mentalization leads to interdependence personality trait that is gentle and skillful in the
division of labor.

2.4. Territorial, Connective, and Competitive World Views for
Social Boundary, Connection, and Competition
As a part of the social brain, territorial worldview protects vulnerable social
boundary between ingroup and outgroup by forming territorial group whose relationships among individuals depend on ingroup or outgroup. In ingroup, individuals have similar interests and outlooks, and produce the feeling of connection among them [20]. Individuals in outgroup outside the boundary of one’s
own group are different in interests and outlook, and produce the feeling of zero-sum competition toward outgroup. The proper behavior as morality toward
DOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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ingroup is connection, whereas the proper behavior toward outgroup is zerosum competition [21]. Such ingroup-outgroup boundary instinct appears even
in infants at few months old [22]. As shown in the Infant Cognition Center at
Yale University, babies prefer the objects (such as dolls) as ingroup objects that
have similarities with the babies rather than the objects as outgroup objects that
do not have similarities with the babies. Babies also prefer the objects with helpful behavior to the objects with bully behavior. However, babies prefer the doll
that bullies another doll that is not like the babies. In other words, even though
babies dislike the individuals who harm other individuals, babies prefer the individuals who harm outgroup individuals that are not like the babies. The zerosum competitive attitude toward outgroup is instinctive. Such ingroup-outgroup
boundary instinct enhances the survival of social group against invading outgroup during evolution [23].
Ingroup-outgroup boundary instinct is possible if the differentiation and social boundary between ingroup and outgroup are clear. Without the clear differentiation and social boundary between ingroup and outgroup, all encountering
individuals are potentially the individuals in ingroup, or are potentially the individuals in outgroup. If all encountering individuals are potentially in ingroup,
ingroup-outgroup boundary instinct turns into connective instinct without distinct social boundary. If all encountering individuals are potentially in outgroup,
ingroup-outgroup boundary instinct turns into competitive instinct without distinct social boundary. As a result, the three worldviews are territorial worldview
to protect social boundary, connective worldview to protect social connection,
competitive worldview to protect social competition. As described in the previous papers [5] [6], male chimpanzees, the nomadic society, and Western culture favor competitive worldview, while female bonobos, the agricultural society,
and Eastern culture favor connective worldview. In terms of personality traits,
territorial worldview has territoriality personality trait, connective worldview has
agreeableness personality trait, and competitive worldview has disagreeableness
personality trait.

2.5. Social Moralities, Social Organizations, and Cultures
The social brain for social member protection system consists of individualistic,
collectivistic, and interdependent socialities, while the social brain for social
function protection system consists of connective, competitive, and territorial
worldviews. The combination of social member protection system and social
function protection system results in nine different worldview-sociality systems,
including the connective individualistic, competitive individualistic, territorial
individualistic, connective collectivistic, competitive collectivistic, territorial collectivistic, connective interdependent, competitive interdependent, and territorial interdependent systems. Each system has its morality as the most appropriate
behavior, its suitable social organization, and its suitable cultures [5] [6].
The morality for individualistic sociality is individual achievement for all inDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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dividuals, so the morality for the connective individualistic system is connective
individual achievement, the morality for the competitive individualistic system is
zero-sum competitive individual achievement, and the morality for territorial
individualistic system is territorial individual achievement. The morality for collectivistic sociality is common well-being to take care of all individuals, so the
morality of the connective collectivistic system is connective common well-being.
The morality for the competitive collectivistic system is competitive common
well-being, and the morality for territorial collectivistic system is territorial
common well-being. The morality for interdependent sociality is interdependent
specialty, so the morality for the connective interdependent is connective interdependent specialty, the morality of the competitive interdependent system is
competitive interdependent specialty, and the morality of territorial interdependent system is territorial interdependent specialty.
As described in the previous paper [5], each type of brain with a specific morality can be suitable to a specific social organization. The connective individualistic system with connective individual achievement is suitable for individualistic meritocracy based on merit (hierarchical achievements) instead of zero-sum
competition (winner-takes-all). The competitive individualistic system with
competitive individual achievement is suitable for individualistic democracy
based on zero-sum competition among individuals. Individualistic democracy is
liberal democracy. The territorial individualistic system with territorial individual achievement is suitable for individualistic protectionism based on the protection of individual right. Collectivistic sociality concerns about common wellbeing for all people, so collectivistic sociality is basically socialistic. As a result,
the connective collectivistic system with connective common well-being is suitable for socialistic meritocracy, the competitive collectivistic system with competitive common well-being is suitable for socialistic democracy, and the territorial
collectivistic system with territorial common well-being is suitable for socialistic
protectionism. The connective interdependent system with connective interdependent specialty is suitable for interdependent meritocracy, the competitive interdependent system with competitive interdependent specialty is suitable for
interdependent democracy, and the territorial interdependent system with territorial interdependent specialty is suitable for interdependent protectionism. The
social moralities and social organizations are listed in Table 2.
In terms of cultures [5] [6], Western culture originated from the Middle East
and Greece favors competitive worldview with global competitive democracy,
market economy, militarized offensive foreign policy, and religions (Judaism,
Islam, and Christianity). The global interdependent Western religion is Christianity with the interdependent specialists group where each believer is special
and interdependent with other believers. Eastern culture originated from India
and China favors connective worldview with global connective meritocracy,
market economy, infrastructural foreign policy, and religions (Hinduism, Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism). The global interdependent Eastern religions
DOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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Table 2. The social moralities and the social organizations in the worldview-sociality systems.
Connective

Competitive

Territorial

Individualistic

Connective individual achievement
Individualistic meritocracy

Competitive individual achievement
Individualistic democracy

Territorial individual achievement
Individualistic protectionism

Collectivistic

Connective common well-being
Socialistic meritocracy

Competitive common well-being
Socialistic democracy

Territorial common well-being
Socialistic protectionism

Interdependent

Connective interdependent Specialty
Interdependent meritocracy

Competitive interdependent specialty
Interdependent democracy

Territorial interdependent specialty
Interdependent protectionism

are Daoism and Buddhism with interdependent relationship among the believers.
The perceptions of competitive Western culture and connective Eastern culture are completely different as proposed by Nisbett and Yuki, [24] [25]. The
perception of connective worldview focuses in connective relationships among
connective individuals to produce “relationship perception”, whereas the perception of competitive worldview focuses in separate identities among competitive individuals to produce “identity perception”. With connective worldview,
the Easterners with relationship perception perceive a world of continuous and
connected objects with relationships, whereas with competitive worldview, the
Westerners with identity perception perceive a world of discrete and unconnected objects in categories based on similarity and difference. A typical test is
the pairing of monkey, panda, and banana. The Easterners favors the pairing of
monkey and banana based on the relationship between monkey and banana
(monkey eats banana), while the Westerners favors the pairing of monkey and
panda based on the category of monkey and panda (monkey and panda are primates).

3. The Mental Immune System
The physical immune system is a physical protective system against pathogens
(harmful invaders), whereas the mental immune system [6] is a mental protective system against adversities such as hardship, danger, and unfamiliarity-uncertainty. The overactive immune system without proper immune system
regulators produces physical allergies as physical disorders, whereas the overactive mental immune system without proper mental immune system regulators
[6] produces mental allergies as personality-mental disorders. Therefore, the
physical immune system correlates to the mental immune system. The mental
immune system and the physical immune system interact. For example, excessive chronic production of inflammatory cytokines from the overactive physical
immune system has been linked to depression resulted from the overactive
mental immune system [7].
The mental immune system involves both the brain cell network and the endocrine system. The mental immune system against adversity consists of the
mental countermeasure to overcome adversity and the persistent mental focus to
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focus in adversity. The response of the mental countermeasure is fast, whereas
the response of the mental focus is slow. The mental countermeasure-focus is
the mental immune system against adversity. The mental countermeasure can
be the emotional countermeasure or the rational countermeasure. The mental
focus associated with the emotional countermeasure is emotional stress, while
the mental focus associated with the rational countermeasure is emotionless
indecision. One example of the countermeasure-focus systems is the hyperactivity-stress axis as the sympathetic-adrenomedullary (SAM) axis-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis against danger as the adversity. The main
neurotransmitters from the SAM-HPA are adrenaline-cortisol. This paper
proposes that the mental immune system includes the four axes consisting of
the stress-comforter axis against hardship to maintain durability, the hyperactivity-stress axis against danger to maintain existence, the phobia-stress
axis against unfamiliarity-uncertainty to maintain tradition, and the phobiarationality-indecision axis against unfamiliarity-uncertainty to maintain adaptability.
In the balanced mental immune system, the mental countermeasure is balanced by the mental immune system regulator [7], in the same way as the
countermeasure in the immune system is balanced by the immune system regulator that constrains the activity of the countermeasure. In the inherited
highly imbalanced mental immune system without the proper mental immune
system regulator, excessive adversity and mental countermeasure generate
overactive stress-countermeasure as the overactive mental immune system,
resulting in mental allergies and mental autoimmune disorders as personality-mental disorders against ubiquitous perceived adversity, in the same way as
that the overactive immune system results in physical allergies and physical
autoimmune diseases against ubiquitous detected invaders, harmful and
harmless.
Personality disorders in the DSM-5 (the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition) [26] are divided into odd-eccentric cluster
(schizotypal, paranoid, and schizoid), dramatic-impulsive cluster (histrionic, antisocial, borderline, and narcissistic), and anxious-fearful cluster (dependent,
obsessive-compulsive, and avoidant). The additional cluster from the previous
paper is doubtful-prying cluster (anarchic, quarrelsome, and evasive) [6]. This
paper proposes that personality disorders are divided into odd-eccentric cluster
from the overactive stress-comforter axis against ubiquitous perceived hardship,
dramatic-impulsive cluster from the overactive hyperactivity-stress axis against
ubiquitous perceived danger, fearful-anxious cluster from the overactive phobia-stress axis against ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and doubtful-prying cluster from the overactive phobia-rationality-indecision axis against
ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty. The mental immune system,
personality traits, and personality disorders is shown in Table 3 and the following subsections.
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Table 3. The mental immune system, personality traits, and personality disorders.
Mental immune
system

Adversity

Purpose

Immune system
neurotransmitter

Immune system
regulator

Personality trait
Personality
balanced/imbalanced disorders

Dopamine
antagonist

Calmness/

Odd-eccentric
cluster

Stress-comforter axis Hardship

Maintain durability Cortisol-endorphins

Hyperactivitystress axis

Danger

Maintain existence Adrenaline-cortisol Serotonin agonist

Phobia-stress axis

Unfamiliarityuncertainty

Maintain tradition

AdrenalineSerotonin-GABA Closeness to
glutamate-cortisol agonist
experiences

Fearfulanxious cluster

Phobia-rationalityindecision axis

Unfamiliarityuncertainty

Maintain
adaptability

Adrenalineglutamate

Doubtfulprying cluster

GABA agonist

neuroticism
Conscientiousness/
impulsiveness

Openness to
experiences

Dramaticimpulsive
cluster

3.1. The Stress-Comforter Axis and Odd-Eccentric Cluster
As serious hindrance to durable life, hardship as the adversity brings about stress
to focus persistently in hardship as shown by the emergence of cortisol. The extensive stress leads to instinctive comforter as the mental countermeasure to
overcome hardship as shown by the emergence of endorphins for the maintenance of durability. Comforter is manifested as the painless high while in stress
for a long time as runner’s high [27] while running for a long time. Runner’s
high allows an exhausted runner to continue running at normal speed. Comforter can be also as imaginary comforter (fantasy). Imaginary comforter as imaginary companion often occurs during childhood [28] to overcome hardship [29].
Up to two-thirds of children have imaginary companions, and some children
develop entire imaginary worlds for their imaginary companions. The mental
immune system against hardship is the stress-comforter axis with cortisol-endorphins.
The mental immune system regulator constraining stress-comforter (cortisol-endorphins) is dopamine (neurotransmitter for pleasure) antagonist in the
prefrontal cortex. Excessive hardship and comforter in the inherited highly imbalanced system without the proper dopamine antagonist generate overactive
stress-comforter as the overactive mental immune system, resulting in the mental allergy as odd-eccentric cluster for personality-mental disorders against ubiquitous perceived hardship as shown by excessive dopamine in the prefrontal
cortex. In terms of neurotransmitters, the failure of constraining cortisol-endorphins (stress-comforter) by dopamine antagonist as the mental immune system regulator results in the mental allergy as odd-eccentric cluster. In
terms of personality traits, the balanced stress-comforter axis results in calmness,
whereas the moderately imbalanced stress-comforter axis with excessive imaginary comforter results in neuroticism.
In the overactive mental immune system, the perception in search for potential adversity is overactive to produce ubiquitous perceived adversity [30]. The
emotion in response to adversity is exaggerated to produce all-or-nothing
thinking without nuance in dealing with adversity. Therefore, the symptoms of
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odd-eccentric cluster are overactive imaginary comforter (fantasy), ubiquitous
perceived hardship, and all-or-nothing thinking without nuance in dealing with
hardship. Odd-eccentric cluster personality disorders include schizotypal, paranoid, and schizoid which can be differentiated by three personality traits as inoffensive (agreeableness trait), offensive (disagreeableness trait), and territorial
(territoriality trait). For schizotypal, the overactive imaginary comforter is inoffensive (agreeableness). For paranoid, the overactive imaginary comforter is offensive (disagreeableness). For schizoid, the overactive imaginary comforter is
territorial.
Overactive stress-comforter is more extreme in mental disorders than in personality disorders. In schizophrenia as a mental disorder, the extremely overactive imaginary comforter is hallucination where overactive fantasy becomes visible and audible like in a dream. During dream, the prefrontal cortex is deactivated. In schizophrenia, excessive dopamine in the prefrontal cortex overwhelms
the prefrontal cortex to cause the decrease in the cognitive function of the prefrontal cortex, resulting in dream-like hallucination.

3.2. The Hyperactivity-Stress Axis and Dramatic-Impulsive
Cluster
As catastrophe to existence of life, danger as the adversity brings about instinctive hyperactivity (the fight-or-flight response) as the mental countermeasure to
overcome danger as shown by the emergence of adrenaline from the fast sympathetic-adrenomedullary (SAM) axis for the maintenance of existence. Hyperactivity is manifested as the rush of energy. The continuing focus in possible
danger brings about stress as shown by the emergence of cortisol from the slow
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The mental immune system against
danger is the hyperactivity-stress axis with adrenaline-cortisol. The mental immune system regulator is serotonin agonist. Excessive danger and hyperactivity
in the inherited highly imbalanced system without proper serotonin agonist
generate overactive hyperactivity-stress as the overactive mental immune system, resulting in the mental allergy and mental autoimmune disorder as dramatic-impulsive cluster for personality-mental disorder against ubiquitous perceived danger as shown by deficient serotonin [7]. In terms of neurotransmitters, the failure of constraining adrenaline-cortisol (hyperactivity-stress) by serotonin agonist as the mental immune system regulator brings about the mental
allergy and mental autoimmune disorder as dramatic-impulsive cluster. In terms
of personality traits, the balanced hyperactivity-stress axis results in conscientiousness, whereas the moderately imbalanced hyperactivity-stress axis with excessive hyperactivity results in impulsiveness.
The symptoms of dramatic-impulsive cluster are overactive hyperactivity,
ubiquitous perceived danger, and all-or-nothing thinking without nuance in
dealing with danger. Dramatic-impulsive cluster personality disorders include
histrionic, antisocial, borderline, and narcissistic. For histrionic, the overactive
hyperactivity is inoffensive (agreeableness). For antisocial, the overactive hyperDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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activity is offensive (disagreeableness) toward others. For borderline, the overactive hyperactivity is offensive (disagreeableness) toward self. For narcissistic, the
overactive hyperactivity is territorial.
Overactive hyperactivity-stress is more extreme in mental disorders than in
personality disorders. Depression mental disorder is the extreme form of borderline personality disorder. With the extreme depreciation of self, borderline
and depression are mental autoimmune disorders against ubiquitous perceived
danger in terms of ubiquitous perceived defects and flaws in self [30]. Bipolar
disorder (manic-depression) possesses the mental allergy (manic) and the mental autoimmune disorder (depression) alternatively.

3.3. The Phobia-Stress Axis and Fearful-Anxious Cluster
As the deviation from familiar-certain traditional way of life, unfamiliarity-uncertainty as the adversity brings about instinctive phobia as the mental countermeasure against moving to unfamiliar-uncertain way of life to maintain familiar-certain traditional way of life as shown by the emergence of adrenaline-glutamate. (Glutamate is the active neurotransmitter in the prefrontal cortex to think about fear consciously.) Normally, familiar-certain tradition provides the reliable way to live, so the maintenance of tradition is important for
survive. Phobia is manifested as a rush of extreme fear. The continuing focus in
unfamiliarity- uncertainty leads to stress as shown by the emergence of cortisol.
The mental immune system against unfamiliarity-uncertainty is the phobia-stress axis with adrenaline-glutamate-cortisol. The personality trait is closeness
to experiences to maintain tradition.
The mental immune system regulator is serotonin-GABA (gamma amino butyric acid) agonist to balance adrenaline-glutamate-cortisol. Excessive unfamiliarity-uncertainty and phobia in the inherited highly imbalanced system without proper serotonin-GABA agonist generate overactive phobia-stress as the
overactive mental immune system, resulting in the mental allergy as fearful-anxious cluster in personality disorders against ubiquitous unfamiliarity-uncertainty as shown by deficient serotonin-GABA. In terms of neurotransmitters, the failure of constraining adrenaline-glutamate-cortisol (phobia-stress)
by serotonin and GABA agonist as the mental immune system regulator results in
the mental allergy as fearful-anxious cluster. The symptoms are overactive phobia,
ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and all-or-nothing thinking
without nuance in dealing with unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Fearful-anxious cluster
personality disorders include dependent, avoidant, and obsessive-compulsive. For
dependent, the overactive phobia is inoffensive (agreeableness). For obsessive-compulsive, the overactive phobia is offensive (disagreeableness). For avoidant, the overactive phobia is territorial. Overactive phobia-stress is more extreme in mental disorders than in personality disorders. PTSD (post trauma
stress disorder) mental disorder is due to the complete breakdown of familiarity
and certainty in extreme trauma-stress, such as battle.
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3.4. The Phobia-Rationality-Indecision Axis and Doubtful-Prying
Cluster
As the deviation from familiar-certain traditional way of life, unfamiliarity-uncertainty as the adversity brings about instinctive phobia, but instead of
staying away from unfamiliarity-uncertainty, rationality detached from emotion
is used to open to and to adapt to unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Rationality instead
of phobia is the mental countermeasure to overcome unfamiliarity-uncertainty.
Under rationality detached from emotion, unfamiliarity-uncertainty turns into
inconsistency-opacity which can be dealt with rationally. Rationality is followed
by indecision to focus in inconsistency-opacity without the emotion to make the
final decision. The purpose of the phobia-rationality-indecision is to maintain
adaptability. Without emotion, the phobia-rationality-indecision has adrenaline-glutamate without cortisol. The mental immune system against unfamiliarity-uncertainty is the phobia-rationality-indecision axis with adrenaline-glutamate.
Rationality detached from emotion is logical, consistent, demonstrable, factual,
and provable. Rationality is found in the frontal lobe of the neocortex for the rational brain. The personality trait is openness to experience to maintain adaptability.
The mental immune system regulator is GABA agonist to balance glutamate.
Excessive unfamiliarity-uncertainty and rationality in the inherited highly imbalanced system without proper GABA agonist generate the overactive phobia-rationality-indecision axis as the overactive mental immune system, resulting
in the mental allergy as doubtful-prying cluster in personality disorders against
ubiquitous inconsistency-opacity as shown by deficient GABA. In terms of neurotransmitters, the failure of constraining adrenaline-glutamate (phobia-rationality-indecision) by GABA agonist as the mental immune system regulator results in the mental allergy as doubtful-prying cluster. The symptoms of
doubtful-prying are overactive rationality, ubiquitous perceived inconsistency-opacity, and all-or-nothing thinking without nuance in dealing with inconsistency-opacity. Doubtful-prying cluster personality disorders include anarchic,
quarrelsome, and evasive. For anarchic, the overactive rationality is inoffensive
(agreeableness). For quarrelsome, the overactive rationality is offensive (disagreeableness). For evasive, the overactive rationality is territorial. For the highly
rational professional psychologists who published the DSM-5, doubtful-prying
was not considered as personality disorder.

3.5. The Religious Mental Immune System
The main concern of the Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam),
Buddhism, and Daoism is adversity, so they build the religious mental immune
system against adversity in the same structure as the mental immune system
consisting of the four mental immune systems with the four immune system
regulator as in Table 4.
For the Abrahamic religions, the divine love is the religious comforter as the
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Table 4. The religious mental immune system.
Adversity

Mental
countermeasure

Religion

Religious mental countermeasure

Hardship

Comforter

Abrahamic religions
Buddhism
Daoism

Divine love
Universal compassion
Balanced hardship-fortune

Religious mental immune system
regulator
Divine providence
Cessation of desire
Balanced fortune-hardship

Danger

Hyperactivity

Abrahamic religions
Buddhism
Daoism

Divine miraculous salvation
nirvana
Balanced danger-fortune

Divine providence
Cessation of desire
Balanced fortune-danger

Unfamiliarityuncertainty

Phobia

Abrahamic religions

Divine authority

Divine providence

Unfamiliarityuncertainty

Rationality

Buddhism
Daoism

Rational impermanence
Rational adaptation

Acceptance of the unknown
Acceptance of the unknown

countermeasure against hardship. The divine providence to deal with hardship is
the religious mental immune system regulator. The divine love is regulated by
the divine providence (wisdom) that knows the best time and the best way to
provide the divine love. God is always inexplicably in control regardless of prevailing hardship. Believing in the divine providence, a believer in the divine love
looks beyond prevailing hardship to the coming of the divine love, resulting in
the elimination of the overactive religious mental immune system against ubiquitous perceived hardship. The divine miraculous salvation is the religious
hyperactivity as the countermeasure against danger. The divine providence to
deal with danger is the religious mental immune system regulator. The divine
miraculous salvation is regulated by divine providence that knows the best time
and the best way to provide divine miraculous salvation. God is always inexplicably in control regardless of prevailing danger. Believing in the divine providence, a believer in the divine salvation looks beyond prevailing danger to the
coming of the divine salvation, resulting in the elimination of the overactive religious mental immune system against ubiquitous perceived danger. The divine
authority that is the ultimate authority in power, laws, and traditions provides
the phobia as the religious mental countermeasure against moving to unfamiliar-uncertain way of life (sins) as the deviation from the divine authority. To
obtain the peace of mind away from fear and anxiety, a believer must follow the
divine authority. The divine providence in dealing with unfamiliarity-uncertainty
is the religious immune system regulator. The divine authority is regulated by
the divine providence that knows the best time and the best way to deal with
unfamiliarity-uncertainty as the deviation from the divine authority. God is always mysteriously in control regardless of prevailing sins. Believing in the divine
providence, a believer in the divine authority looks beyond prevailing unfamiliarity-uncertainty (sins) to the coming of the divine authority, resulting in the
elimination of the overactive religious mental immune system against ubiquitous
perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty. For the Abrahamic religions, God is the divine love against hardship, the divine miraculous salvation against danger, the
divine authority against unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and is regulated by the divine
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providence.
For Buddhism, the universal compassion is the religious mental countermeasure against hardship. The cessation of desire is the religious mental immune
system regulator. The universal compassion is regulated by the cessation of desire to stop constantly seeking comforter. The cessation of desire functions as
dopamine (pleasure neurotransmitter) antagonist. The cessation of desire is obtained by meditation. Nirvana to be achieved through high diligent effort is the
religious mental countermeasure as the ultimate happiness to overcome dangerous suffering life in terms of endless reincarnation. The cessation of desire is
the religious mental immune system regulator, because nirvana is literally means
“blown out” as in an oil lamp, and is the realization of non-self and emptiness,
which can be achieved by the cease of desire. The cessation of desire functions as
serotonin (control neurotransmitter) agonist. The cessation of desire is obtained
by meditation. Impermanence is the religious mental countermeasure as rationality against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Life is impermanent full of unfamiliarity and uncertainty. Impermanence as the rational explanation about unfamiliarity-uncertainty removes fear and anxiety about unfamiliarity-uncertainty. The
acceptance of the unknown is the religious mental immune system regulator.
The unknown is the end of all impermanence. Buddha refused to speculate
about gods and afterlife which simply constitute the unknown part of impermanence. For Buddhism, the mental immunity system is the universal compassion
against hardship, nirvana against danger, and rational impermanence against
unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and is regulated by the cease of desire, the cease of desire, and the acceptance of the unknown, respectively.
Daoism is basically about balance such as the balance between yin and yang
[31]. A most important balance is the balanced adversity-fortune. Whenever one
thinks too much about adversity, think about possible fortune after adversity.
Equally, whenever one thinks too much about fortune, thinks about possible adversity after fortune. As a result, the balanced hardship-fortune, balanced danger-fortune, and other types of balances constitute the balanced mental immune
systems. The first chapter of the Book of Mean from Confucianism describes
how to deal with emotion, “When joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure have not yet
arisen, it is the state of equilibrium. When they arise to their appropriate levels,
it is the state of harmony. The state of equilibrium is the great base of all-under
heaven. The state of harmony is the universal path to be pursued. When the
states of equilibrium and harmony are actualized, Heaven and Earth are in their
proper positions, and all things are nourished.” The goals of the balance in the
balanced religious immune systems are to reach the states of equilibrium without arising emotion and the state of harmony with arising emotion. For Daoism,
adaptation is the religious mental countermeasure as rationality to overcome
unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Rational adaptation to unfamiliarity-uncertainty removes fear and anxiety about unfamiliarity-uncertainty. For Daoism, the symbol
of adaptation is water which can flow over anywhere regardless of environmenDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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tal shapes. In the Chapter 8 of Dao De Jing, Supreme good is like water. Water
greatly benefits all things, without conflict. It flows through places that people
loathe. Thereby it is close to the Way. The acceptance of the unknown is the religious mental immune system regulator. For Daoism, the origin of everything is
the nameless (unknown) in the first chapter of Dao De Jing. The religious mental immune system by Daoism is essentially same as the natural mental immune
system through the balances to the appropriate levels.

3.6. Drug Addiction Disorders
Drug addictions [32] are derived from the self-administered mental countermeasures against perceived adversities in terms of hardship, danger, and unfamiliarity-uncertainty. The self-administered mental countermeasure as comforter against perceived hardship includes opioids (heroin, codeine, morphine, fentanyl, hydrocodone, oxycodone, buprenorphine, and methadone), hallucinogens
(psilocybin, lysergic acid diethylamide, peyote, and dimethyltryptamine), cannabis (marijuana, hashish, and hash oil), inhalants (volatile organic solvents), nicotine, and alcohol. The self-administered mental countermeasures as hyperactivity and phobia against perceived danger and unfamiliarity-uncertainty include
stimulants (cocaine, crack cocaine, amphetamine, and methamphetamine), nicotine, and alcohol. The self-administered mental immune system regulator to
the phobia-stress axis includes depressants (barbiturates and benzodiazepines)
and alcohol which are also addictive dopamine agonists. The self-administered
countermeasures are prone to generate overactive stress-countermeasures as
overactive mental immune systems, resulting in the mental allergies as drug addiction disorders against increasingly more ubiquitous perceived adversities to be
overcome by increasingly stronger addicted drugs. A reason for self-administered
mental countermeasures is likely the need of a person with psychiatric disorder
against ubiquitous perceived adversity. Self-administered mental countermeasure generates drug addiction disorder which enhances the severity of psychiatric disorder, resulting in the comorbidity of drug addiction disorder and psychiatric disorder.

3.7. Psychiatric Epidemiology
Psychiatric epidemiology studies the causes and the prevalence of psychiatric
disorders in society. Psychiatric disorders are derived from genetic factor and
environmental factor. A meta-analysis of twin-studies found a combined heritability of 46% for psychiatric disorders [33]. According the report by the World
Health Organization in 2001, about one in four people in the world meet the
criteria of psychiatric disorders at some point in their life [34]. In all societies in
the world throughout the history [35], psychiatric disorders have existed, indicating some useful social function of psychiatric disorders. In fact, in ancient
time, psychiatric disorders were sometimes thought to represent supernatural
agents, sorcery, or witchcraft. In normal society with infrequent adversity, comDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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plex social interactions, and moderate emotional expression, psychiatric disorders that produce ubiquitous perceived adversity, all-or-nothing thinking, and
overactive mental countermeasures (comforter, hyperactivity, and phobia) are
considered to be maladaptive and disruptive. On the other hand, under abnormal society with frequent adversity, polarization, and strong social outcry, psychiatric disorders that produce ubiquitous perceived adversity, all-or-nothing
thinking, and overactive mental countermeasures become adaptive and foresighted. In abnormal society, odd-eccentric leaders become visionary leaders to
lead people in hardship to new direction, dramatic-impulsive leaders become
heroic leaders to rescue people in danger, fearful-anxious leaders become patriotic leaders to save fearful people from losing familiar-certain tradition, and
doubtful-prying leaders become top scientists to guide doubtful people to expose
and explore inconsistency-opacity. Therefore, psychiatric disorders have the
useful social function in abnormal society to save abnormal society from extinction. However, psychiatric disorders confuse real and false adversities, ignore
complex social interactions, and disregard calm dialogues, resulting in the failure
of the transition from abnormal society to new normal society. Since during the
human evolution, normal society occurs more often than abnormal society, the
social preference to the people without psychiatric disorders over the people
with psychiatric disorders in normal society results in more genes without psychiatric disorders than genes with psychiatric disorders. Consequently, normal
genes prevail over abnormal genes to form the normal majority.

3.8. The Convictive Cognitive Regulative Behavior Therapy
The four important methods of psychotherapy are psychoanalysis, the cognitive
behavioral therapy, the meditational therapy, and the medication therapy. The
combination of the four therapies is the convictive cognitive regulative behavioral therapy (CCRT) consisting of conviction in psychoanalysis, cognition in
the cognitive behavioral therapy, and behavioral regulation (the mental immune
system regulator) in the meditational-medication therapies. The convictive behavioral therapy is psychoanalysis [36] which finds and differentiates the proper
and improper convictions (firm beliefs). The proper conviction as the guide for
lifelong behaviors is culturally acceptable, community-based, and workable
conviction, whereas the improper conviction as the misguidance for lifelong
behaviors is culturally unacceptable, egotistic, and unworkable conviction.
Pre-conviction is id consisting of instincts. Conviction is ego to guide lifelong
behaviors, and ego can be a proper or improper conviction. Proper conviction is
super-ego as culturally acceptable, community-based, and workable conviction.
The ego with improper conviction is suppressed by super-ego which has proper
conviction. The purposes of psychoanalysis are to find a rational and adaptive
way to deal with suppressed ego that has improper conviction, and to provide a
strong proper conviction to guide lifelong behaviors.
It is important to have a strong and proper conviction to guide lifelong behaDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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viors. It is also important to have the proper cognition to guide daily specific
behaviors. The cognitive behavioral therapy [37] deals with conscious cognition
instead of conviction as in psychoanalysis. The cognitive behavioral therapy
finds and differentiates the proper and improper conscious cognitions. The
proper cognition (thought) is rational, positive, and adaptive. With overactive
perception in adversity and overactive emotion to deal with adversity, the improper cognition is irrational, negative, and maladaptive. The therapy deals with
the identification of improper cognition and the formulation of a proper cognition which is more rational, realistic, and balanced in interpreting one’s reality.
The cognitive behavioral therapy replaces improper cognition with proper cognition, and links proper cognition with proper behaviors.
The regulative behavioral therapy provides the behavioral mental immune
system regulator to constrain the overactive mental immune system. The methods in the regulative behavioral therapy are meditation [38] and medication
[39]. Meditations simply have the opposite responses from the mental immune
responses. The opposites of comforter response, hyperactivity response, and
phobia response in the mental immune system are neutral nonjudgmental responses in the meditations including nonjudgmental mindfulness meditation
with open-focus and concentration meditation with focus. The regulative behaviors learned from the meditational responses in the daily meditations provide
the patterns of the mental immune system regulator to regulate the mental immune system against perceived adversities. The medication therapy consists of
essentially the mental immune system regulators. One can think of a meditation
as a behavioral Prozac. The therapy for personality-mental disorders requires
strong proper conviction to guide lifelong behaviors, rational proper cognition
to guide daily behaviors, and regulative meditation-medication to constrain
comforter, hyperactivity, phobia, and rationality.

3.9. The Big Five Mental Protection Traits, the Big Five Social
System Traits, and the Big Five Personality Traits
The mental protection system correlates to the big five social system traits and
the big five personality traits as described in the previous paper [6]. The big five
protections from the mental protection system are the social member protection
(individualistic-collectivistic-interdependent socialities), the social function
protection (territorial-connective-competitive worldviews), the hardship protection (balanced-imbalanced), the danger protection (balanced-imbalanced), and
the unfamiliarity-uncertainty protection (phobia-rationality). The big five social
system traits [6] are the fixed, clear, and workable social solutions to the social
issues under the different social conditions. The big five social system issues
consist of social formation (individualistic-collectivistic-interdependent sociality
social system traits), social boundary (territorial-connective-competitive world
view social system traits), social stress (concrete-imaginary awareness social system traits), social duration (constructional-mobilized activity social system
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traits), and social uniformity (authoritative-rational legitimacy social system
traits).
The social member protection (individualistic-collectivistic-interdependent
sociality) corresponds to social formation (individualistic-collectivistic-interdependent socialities). The social function protection (territorial-connectivecompetitive worldviews) corresponds to social boundary (territorial-connectivecompetitive worldviews). The hardship protection (balanced-imbalanced) corresponds to social stress as hardship. The balanced protection correlates to concrete awareness in stress-free social system, while the moderately imbalanced
protection correlates to imaginary awareness for excessive imaginary comforter
in stressful social system. The danger protection (balanced-imbalanced) corresponds to social duration as the degree of danger. The balanced protection correlates to constructional activity in long durable social system, whereas the moderately imbalanced protection correlates to mobilized activity for excessive
hyperactivity in transient unstable social system. The unfamiliarity-uncertainty
protection (phobia-rationality) corresponds to social uniformity as the degree of
unfamiliarity-uncertainty, Phobia to avoid unfamiliarity-uncertainty is suitable
in homogeneous social system with the high degree of social uniformity (the low
degree of unfamiliarity-uncertainty), whereas rationality to adapt to unfamiliarity-uncertainty is suitable for diverse social system with the low degree of social
uniformity (the high degree of unfamiliarity-uncertainty). The big five protections also correlate to the big five personality traits as described in the previous
sections. The big five mental protection traits, the big five social system traits,
and the big five personality traits are described in Table 5.

4. Summary and Conclusion
In summary, this paper proposes that the mental protection system of body consists of the social brain to set up the protective social groups for vulnerable social
members-functions and the mental immune system to produce the mental
Table 5. The big five mental protection traits, the big five social system traits, and the big five personality traits.
Big five mental
protection traits

Big five social
system issues

Big five social
system traits

Trait
components

Individualistic sociality
Social member protection Collectivistic sociality
Interdependent sociality

Social formation

Sociality

Individualistic Extraversion
Collectivistic
Introversion
Interdependent Interdependence

Territorial worldview
Social function protection Connective worldview
Competitive worldview

Social boundary

Worldview

Territorial
Connective
Competitive

Territoriality
Agreeableness
Disagreeableness

Trait components

Big five
personality traits

Hardship protection

Balanced stress-comforter axis
Imbalanced stress-comforter axis

Social stress

Awareness

Concrete
Imaginary

Calmness
Neuroticism

Danger protection

Balanced hyperactivity-stress axis
Imbalanced hyperactivity-stress axis

Social duration

Activity

Constructional
Mobilized

Conscientiousness
Impulsiveness

Social uniformity

Legitimacy

Authoritarian
Rational

Closeness
Openness

Unfamiliarity-uncertainty Phobia-stress axis
Phobia-rationality-indecision axis
protection
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protective countermeasures against adversities, corresponding to the physical
protection system of the body consisting of the integumentary system to set up
the protective organs for vulnerable body parts-functions and the immune system to produce the protective countermeasures against harmful invaders (pathogens). The protective social groups from the social brain include individualistic alliance group to protect vulnerable individuals, collectivistic kinship-friendship group to protect vulnerable children, interdependent specialists
group to protect vulnerable pregnant females, territorial group to protect social
boundary between ingroup and outgroup, connective group to protect social
connection, and competitive group to protect social competition. The social
moralities, social organizations, and cultures can be derived from the protective
social groups.
The mental protective countermeasures from the mental immune system include comforter in the stress-comforter axis against hardship to maintain durability, hyperactivity in the hyperactivity-stress axis against danger to maintain
existence, phobia in the phobia-stress axis against unfamiliarity-uncertainty to
maintain tradition, and rationality in the phobia-rationality-indecision axis
against unfamiliarity-uncertainty to maintain adaptability. In the inherited
highly imbalanced mental immune system without the balance by the mental
immune system regulator, the overactive mental immune system produces
mental allergies and mental autoimmune disorders as personality-mental disorders against ubiquitous perceived adversity, corresponding to the overactive
immune system producing physical allergies and physical autoimmune diseases
against ubiquitous detected harmful and harmless invaders. Personality disorders are divided into odd-eccentric cluster from the overactive stress-comforter
axis against ubiquitous perceived hardship, dramatic-impulsive cluster from the
overactive hyperactivity-stress axis against ubiquitous perceived danger, fearfulanxious cluster from the overactive phobia-stress axis against ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty, and doubtful-prying from the overactive phobia-rationality-indecision axis against ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty.
The combination of the religions and the mental immune system is the religious immune system with its religious immune system regulators. Drug addictions are derived from the self-administered mental countermeasures against
perceived adversities in terms of hardship, danger, and unfamiliarity-uncertainty.
Psychiatric epidemiology indicates some useful social function of psychiatric
disorders, but the normal majority still prevails. The therapy of personality-mental disorders consists of conviction in psychoanalysis, cognition in the
cognitive behavioral therapy, and behavioral regulation (the mental immune
system regulator) in the meditational-medication therapies, resulting in the convictive cognitive regulative behavioral therapy (CCRT). The therapy for personality-mental disorders requires strong proper conviction to guide lifelong behaviors, rational proper cognition to guide daily behaviors, and regulative mediDOI: 10.4236/jbbs.2018.81003
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tation-medication to constrain comforter, hyperactivity, phobia, and rationality.
The five big mental protection traits from the mental protection system correlate
to the big five social system traits, and the big five personality traits.
In conclusion, the mental protection system consisting of the social brain and
the mental immune system sets up the protective social groups and the protective mental countermeasures to produce protective behaviors, relating to personality traits, social moralities, social organizations, social systems, religions, cultures, and personality-mental disorders as described in this paper. The future
study will focus on how the mental protection system develops hormonally,
physically, psychologically, and socially during different stages of life.
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